Transcribed Scores are vocal and instrumental arrangements of music from some of the greatest groups in music. These excellent publications feature transcribed parts for lead vocals, backup vocals, lead guitar, rhythm guitar, bass, drums, and all of the various instruments used in each specific recording session. All songs are arranged exactly the way the artists recorded them.

AEROSMITH – BIG ONES
All 15 songs from the greatest hits album with every instrument and lyric transcribed note-for-note. Songs include: Amazing (It's Amazing) • Angel • Crazy • Cryin’ • Dude (Looks like a Lady) • Janie's Got a Gun • Love in an Elevator • The Other Side • and more.

AEROSMITH – BIG ONES
It Off • Shadow on the Sun • and more.

THE BEATLES – COMPLETE SCORES
This outstanding, hardcover edition features over 1100 pages with full scores and lyrics to all 213 titles recorded by The Beatles. Guitar and bass parts are in both standard notation and tablature. Also includes a full discography. Book is packaged in its own protective box. A must-own for any serious Beatles fan or collector! Includes parts for all vocals, guitar, bass, drums, piano, strings, and more.

THE BEATLES – COMPLETE SCORES
21 full-score transcriptions, including: Come Together • Here Comes the Sun • Let It Be • Strawberry Fields Forever • and more.

AEROSMITH – BIG ONES

THE BEST OF BLOOD SWEAT & TEARS
7 hits from the quintessential rock group. Every note and nuance...vocal lines, brass, sax, keyboard, bass and drums, plus a synthesizer line for auxiliary instruments (each sound clearly identified). Features: And When I Die • God Bless the Child • Go DownGamblin’ • Lucretia MacEvil • Sometimes in Winter • Spinning Wheel • You’ve Made Me So Very Happy.

AEROSMITH – BIG ONES

SWEET & TEARS
THE BEST OF BLOOD SWEAT & TEARS

CHICAGO – TRANSCRIBED SCORES, VOLUME 1
This collection includes complete scores with note-for-note transcriptions for every instrument on 9 classic Chicago songs: 25 or 6 to 4 • Beginnings • Loneliness Is Just a Word • Make Me Smile • Now More Than Ever • Poem for the People • Questions 67 and 68 • The Road • To Be Free.

CHICAGO – TRANSCRIBED SCORES, VOLUME 1

MILES DAVIS – KIND OF BLUE
Regarded by experts as “the best jazz recording of all time,” the 1959 release Kind of Blue is one of the most influential albums in the history of jazz. This exceptional book features transcriptions of all the improvised solos as well as sketch scores for all the songs from this landmark release. This includes Miles' trumpet parts, the brilliant sax work of John Coltrane and Cannonball Adderly, and rhythm section parts to use as guides for the feel of each composition. Includes bios of the musicians, historical annotation, and discography.

MILES DAVIS – KIND OF BLUE

MILES DAVIS – BIRTH OF THE COOL
High on the list of composers, arrangers, students, teachers and fans has always been a comprehensive volume of the 12 classic scores of Miles's 1949-50 nonet. Well, look no further! The most authentic editions of these scores are included, newly edited and engraved with ALL solos included. Includes bio of the musicians, historical annotation, and discography.

MILES DAVIS – BIRTH OF THE COOL

MILES DAVIS – COMPLETE SCORES, VOLUME 2
Complete scores with note-for-note transcriptions of all parts for 12 more big Chicago hits: Call on Me • Canon • Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is? • Feelin' Stronger Every Day • Free • Just You 'n' Me • Man vs. Man • The End • No Tell Lover • Old Days • Once Upon a Time... • Saturday in the Park • (I've Been) Searchin' So Long.

MILES DAVIS – COMPLETE SCORES, VOLUME 2

MILES DAVIS – COMPLETE SCORES, VOLUME 2

CHICAGO – TRANSCRIBED SCORES, VOLUME 1

MILES DAVIS – KIND OF BLUE

MILES DAVIS – KIND OF BLUE

MILES DAVIS – BIRTH OF THE COOL

MILES DAVIS – COMPLETE SCORES, VOLUME 2

MILES DAVIS – COMPLETE SCORES, VOLUME 2

MILES DAVIS – COMPLETE SCORES, VOLUME 2

MILES DAVIS – COMPLETE SCORES, VOLUME 2

MILES DAVIS – COMPLETE SCORES, VOLUME 2

MILES DAVIS – COMPLETE SCORES, VOLUME 2
TRANSCRIBED SCORES

DEEP PURPLE – GREATEST HITS
Every note and nuance from 9 classics transcribed note-for-note for every instrument and vocal that appears on the original recordings. Includes: Child in Time • Highway Star • Smoke on the Water • Space Truckin’ • Strange Kind of Woman • Woman from Tokyo • and more.

00672502..........................................$24.95

THE GIL EVANS COLLECTION
By popular request, the study scores by legendary Gil Evans are finally available. First known as the award-winning arranger for the Claude Thornhill Orchestra, Evans is perhaps best known as the arranger/conductor of four albums with Miles Davis, as well as for leading his own innovative orchestra. This folio contains 14 titles from his entire career, including: Anita’s Dance • Arab Dance • Flute Song • Jambangle • Jelly Rolls • Zee Zee • and more. The arrangements were prepared from Gil’s sketches and scores held by the Evans estate. Also includes a biography and discography.

00672502..........................................$24.95

BEN FOLDS FIVE – THE UNAUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY OF REINHOLD MESSNER
Exact note-for-note transcriptions of every instrument on every song from this album. 12 songs in all, including: Army • Birds • Don’t Change Your Plans • Hospital Song • Jane • Luilahye • Magic • Mess • Narcolepsy • Regrets • Your Most Valuable Possession • Your Redneck Past.

00672498..........................................$19.95

BEN FOLDS FIVE – WHATEVER AND EVER AMEN
Complete score transcriptions of the 12 songs from the album: Battle of Who Could Care Less • Brick • Cigarette • Evaporated • Fair • Kate • Missing the War • One Angry Dwarf and 200 Solemn Faces • Selless, Cold and Composed • Smoke • Song for the Dumpe... Steven’s Last Night in Town. Includes band photos and a notation legend.

00672428..........................................$19.95

FOO FIGHTERS – ONE BY ONE
Instrument-for-instrument, note-for-note transcriptions for all the songs on the Foos’ celebrated 2002 release: All My Life • Burn Away • Come Back • Disenchanted Lullaby • Halo • Have It All • Lonely
As You • Low • Overdrive • Times like These • Tired of You. Includes tab for the guitar and bass lines.

00672517 ........................................ $24.95

GGOOO DOLLS – COLLECTION
This book in our Transcribed Scores series provides lyrics and note-for-note transcriptions for every instrument played on 8 of their biggest hits, including: Black Balloon • Bullet Proof • Dizzy • Iris • Long Way Down • Naked • Name • Slide. Includes tablature for both guitar and bass parts.

00672472 ........................................ $24.95

BEST OF GOOD CHARLOTTE
Everything your band needs to play 10 Good Charlotte hits: complete note-for-note transcriptions for every instrument played on the original recordings. Includes: The Anthem • The Chronicles of Life & Death • Girls & Boys • Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous • Little Things • Predictable • S.O.S. • Walk Away (Maybe) • We Believe • The Young & the Hopeless.

00672540 ........................................ $24.95

DON GROLNICK COLLECTION
Lead sheets and sketches from this multi-talented composer/pianist/producer. This folio features the music he composed for Steps Ahead, Michael Brecker, Luther Vandross and Grolnick’s own groups.

00672396 Lead Sheets …………$17.95

GUITAR
TRANSCRIBED SCORES

GUNS N' ROSES
GREATEST HITS
Cherry Lane Music
Full transcriptions of each instrument part on ten of the best from this hard-rocking band: Don’t Cry • Locomotive • My Michelle • Night Train • Paradise City • Patience • Since I Don’t Have You • Sweet Child O’ Mine • Welcome to the Jungle • You Could Be Mine. Includes lyrics, tab and a notation legend.

JIMI HENDRIX – ELECTRIC LADYLAND
New score arrangements of 16 songs from the album: All Along the Watchtower • And the Gods Made Love • The Burning of the Midnight Lamp • Crosstown Traffic • Gypsy Eyes • Have You Ever Been (To Electric Ladyland) • House Burning Down • Little Miss Strange • Voodoo Child (Slight Return) • and more.

JIMI HENDRIX – EXPERIENCE
Transcribed scores to 20 classics, including: All Along the Watchtower • Foxey Lady • Hey Joe • Little Wing • Manic Depression • Purple Haze • Red House • Star Spangled Banner • Voodoo Child • The Wind Cries Mary • and more.

BEST OF INCUBUS
8 of their favorites transcribed note-for-note for every instrument and lyric on the recordings. Songs include: Drive • 11am • Nice to Know You • Pardon Me • Privilege • Stellar • Warning • Wish You Were Here.

BILLY JOEL COLLECTION
This book in our Transcribed Scores series features exact note-for-note, instrument-for-instrument transcriptions in score format for a dozen hot hits: All About Soul • Allentown • Honesty • Just the Way You Are • A Matter of Trust • My Life • Pressure • The Stranger • Tell Her About it • Uptown Girl • We Didn’t Start the Fire • You May Be Right.

ERIC JOHNSON – AH VIA MUSICOM
Note-for-note transcriptions for every instrument used on every song. Includes: Ah Via Musicom • Cliffs of Dover • Desert Rose • East Wes • Song for George • Steve’s Boogie • and Trademark.

CAROLE KING – GREATEST HITS
This excellent collection includes 10 King classics transcribed note-for-note and instrument-for-instrument in score format, with tab for the guitar and bass lines. Includes: Home Again • I Feel the Earth Move • It’s Too Late • Jazzman • (You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural Woman • So Far Away • Tapestry • Way Over Yonder • Where You Lead • and You’ve Got a Friend, plus a notation legend.

LENNY KRAVITZ – GREATEST HITS
Note-for-note transcriptions in score format for every instrument played on a dozen hot Kravitz hits: Always on the Run • Are You Gonna Go My Way • Believe • Black Velvetteen • Circus • Fly Away • Is There Any Love in Your Heart • It Ain’t Over ’Til It’s Over • Let Love Rule • Rock and Roll Is Dead • Stop Draggin’ Around • Tunnel Vision. Includes great photos and a notation legend.

JOHN LENNON – GREATEST HITS – 2ND EDITION
This second edition features transcriptions of every note from every instrument played on 18 of John Lennon’s finest: Cold Turkey • God • Happy Xmas (War Is Over) • Imagine • Instant Karma • Jealous Guy • Love • Mind Games • Mother • Nobody Told Me • #9 Dream • Power to the People • Real Love • Stand by Me • (Just Like) Starting Over • Whatever Gets You Through the Night • Woman. Includes guitar and bass tablature.
**John Lennon – Imagine**

Complete scores for 20 tracks from the film documentary of one of the most famous music legends of all time. Songs include: The Ballad of John and Yoko • Beautiful Boy (Darling Boy) • A Day in the Life • Give Peace a Chance • Imagine • In My Life • Real Love • Revolution • Stand by Me • (Just Like) Starting Over • Strawberry Fields Forever • Woman • and more.

_00672465 ........................................ $24.95

---

**The Best of Megadeth**

This excellent collection in score format includes complete, note-for-note transcriptions (with tab) for every instrument part and all lyrics from 10 of Megadeth’s heaviest hits: Crush ‘Em • Hangar 18 • Holy Wars ... The Punishment Due • In My Darkest Hour • Mary Jane • Peace Sells • Skin O’ My Teeth • Trust • Use the Man • Wake Up Dead.

_00672478 ........................................ $24.95

---

**Megadeth – Rust in Peace**

Features nine songs from this classic album fully transcribed in score format: Dawn Patrol • Five Magics • Hangar 18 • Holy Wars • The Punishment Due • Lucetia • Rust in Peace...Polaris • and more.

_00672409 ........................................ $24.95

---

**Best of Metallica – Transcribed Full Scores**

*Cherry Lane Music*

This must-have, 248-page collection includes note-for-note transcriptions in score format with tablature for every vocal and instrument part on 10 classic Metallica songs: Battery • Blackened • Enter Sandman • Fight Fire with Fire • For Whom the Bell Tolls • Fuel • Master of Puppets • One • Until It Sleeps • Whiplash. Includes a helpful notation legend.

_02500424 ........................................ $24.95

---

**Gary Moore – Greatest Hits**

*Cherry Lane Music*

This collection features note-for-note transcriptions for every instrument played and word sung on seven super tunes from this virtuoso Irish axe-slinger: After the War • The Loner • Out in the Fields • Over the Hills and Far Away • Run for Cover • Still Got the Blues • Wild Frontier, with tablature for the guitar and bass parts.

_00672504 ........................................ $24.95

---

**Pat Metheny Group – The Way Up**

This is the complete score for the four-part composition from this new release by the Pat Metheny Group. NPR says the album has “an ambitious compositional style that amounts to an epic journey.”

_00672541 ........................................ $19.95

---

**Mr. Big – Greatest Hits**

*Cherry Lane Music*

Transcriptions for all the parts on 11 of the top hits by this hard-rocking band from the ’80s and ’90s: Addicted to That Rush • Green Tinted Sixties Mind • Nothing but Love • Stay Together • To Be with You • Wild World • and more.

_02500715 ........................................ $24.95

---

**Mr. Big – Lean into It**

*Cherry Lane Music*

Mr. Big’s 1991 sophomore release spawned the hit singles “To Be with You” and “Just Take My Heart.” This artist-approved songbook features note-for-note transcriptions for all the instrument parts on all 11 songs from the album: Billy Sheehan’s scorching bass lines, Paul Gilbert’s guitar parts, and Pat Torpey’s drum beats. Includes lyrics and guitar & bass tab.

_02500883 ........................................ $24.95

---

**Nickel Creek**

*Cherry Lane Music*

Here’s the matching folio to Nickel Creek’s Alison Krauss-produced sophomore release features note-for-note transcriptions of every instrument and vocal on the album’s 13 bluegrass songs. Includes a cover of Pavement’s “Spit on a Stranger” and: Beauty and the Mess • Green and Gray • Hanging by a Thread • I Should’ve Known Better • House Carpenter • Smoothie Song • Speak • This Side • Young • and more.

_00690586 ........................................ $19.95

---

**Nirvana**

*Cherry Lane Music*

All new, note-for-note transcriptions (with guitar and bass tab) for all the instruments on all 14 songs from the 2002 best-of compilation by this extraordinarily influential band. Includes: “You Know You’re Right,” and these huge hits from throughout their celebrated career: About a Girl • All Apologies • Been a Son • Come as You Are • Dumb • Heart Shaped Box • In Bloom • Lithium • The Man Who Sold the World • Penny Royal Tea • Rape Me • Silver • Smells like Teen Spirit. Includes complete lyrics.

_00672518 ........................................ $24.95
**NIRVANA – UNPLUGGED™ IN NEW YORK**
Every instrument and lyric transcribed note-for-note for 14 songs from Nirvana’s now-legendary MTV™ appearance. Songs include: All Apologies • Come As You Are • The Man Who Sold the World • (New Wave) Polly • On a Plain • Penny Royal Tea • Something in the Way • and more.

00672405..........................................$24.95

**NIRVANA – BLEACH**
Exact transcriptions for all the instruments on Nirvana’s debut album: About a Girl • Big Cheese • Blew • Downer • Floyd the Barber • Love Buzz • Mr. Moustache • Negative Creep • Paper Cuts • School • Scoff • Sifting • Swap Meet. Includes tab.

00672424..........................................$24.95

**NIRVANA – IN UTERO**
Exact transcriptions in score format for all of the songs from the album, including: Dumb • Frances Farmer Will Have Her Revenge on Seattle • Milk It • Penny Royal Tea • Radio Friendly Unit Shifter • Rape Me • Serve the Servants • Tourrets • Very Ape.

00672403..........................................$24.95

**NIRVANA – INCESTICIDE**
Transcribed scores for all 15 songs on the album, including: Been a Son • Dive • Mexican Seafood • (New Wave) Polly • Stain • and more.

00672404..........................................$24.95

**NIRVANA – NEVERMIND**
Exact transcriptions for all of the instruments on all of the songs from Nirvana’s breakthrough release: Breed • Come as You Are • Drain You • In Bloom • Lithium • Lounge Act • On a Plain • (New Wave) Polly • Smells Like Teen Spirit • Stay Away • Territorial Pissings.

00672402..........................................$24.95

**THE OFFSPRING – AMERICANA**
Features note-for-note transcriptions in score format for every instrument used on this hit album. Songs include: Americana • The End of the Line • Feelings • Have You Ever • The Kids Aren’t Alright • No Brakes • Pay the Man • Pretty Fly (For a White Guy) • She’s Got Issues • Staring at the Sun • Walla Walla • Why Don’t You Get a Job? Includes tab and a notation legend.

00672466..........................................$24.95

**THE POLICE – GREATEST HITS**
This title in our Transcribed Scores series features note-for-note transcriptions (with guitar and bass tab) for every note played by Sting, Stuart and Andy on seven top Police tunes: Can’t Stand Losing You • Don’t Stand So Close to Me • Every Breath You Take • Message in a Bottle • Roxanne • So Lonely • Spirits in the Material World. Includes lyrics.

00672501..........................................$24.95

**BEST OF QUEEN**
Play 15 Queen classics note-for-note with these detailed transcriptions that match every instrument used on the original recordings. Songs include: Bohemian Rhapsody • Crazy Little Thing Called Love • I Want It All • 1 Was Born to Love You • Killer Queen • Somebody to Love • Stone Cold Crazy • Tie Your Mother Down • We Are the Champions • We Will Rock You • and more.

00672538..........................................$24.95

**RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS – CALIFORNICATION**
184-page songbook features transcriptions in notes and tab of all the parts for all the songs – John Frusciante’s guitar licks, Flea’s bass lines, Chad Smith’s drum work and Anthony Kiedis’ vocals – from the Peppers’ huge hit album. Includes: Around the World • Californication • Easily • Get on Top • I Like Dirt • Otherside • Right on Time • Scar Tissue • and 7 more!

00672456..........................................$24.95

**RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS – GREATEST HITS**
Features transcriptions for every instrument used in each recording as well as all the vocal lines. Songs include: By the Way • Californication • Give It Away • Higher Ground • My Friends • Save the Population • Scar Tissue • Suck My Kiss • Under the Bridge • and more. PARENTAL ADVISORY: EXPLICIT LYRICS

00672536..........................................$24.95

**RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS – MOTHER’S MILK**
Note-for-note transcriptions of every instrument played on every song from this smash hit album – the first to feature the band’s current red hot line-up of Keidis, Smith, Frusciante & Flea. Includes 13 Chili Pepper classics: Fire • Good Time Boys • Higher Ground • Johnny Kick a Hole in the Sky • Knock Me Down • Magic Johnson • Nobody Weird like Me • Pretty Little Ditty • Punk Rock Classic • Sexy Mexican Maid • Stone Cold Bush • Subway to Venus • Tase the Pain. Includes tab.

00672422..........................................$24.95
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS – ONE HOT MINUTE
Matching scores to all 13 songs on the album, including: Warped • My Friends • Pea • Walkabout • Shallow Be Thy Name • and more.

00672358..........................................$27.95

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS – STADIUM ARCADIUM (JUPITER)
14 songs from the “Jupiter” portion of this 2006 two-disc set by these funk/pop/metal masters.
Includes: Charlie • C’Mon Girl • Dani California • Especially in Michigan • Hey • Humph De Bump • She’s Only 18 • Slow Cheetah • Snow (Hey Oh) • Stadium Arcadium • Strip My Mind • Torture Me • Warlocks • Wet Sand.

00672514..........................................$24.95

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS – STADIUM ARCADIUM (MARS)
14 more songs from the “Mars” portion of this 2006 double-disc release. Includes: Animal Bar • Death of a Martian • Desecration Smile • Hard to Concentrate • If • Make You Feel Better • Readymade • She Looks to Me • So Much I • Storm in a Teacup • Tell Me Baby • Turn It Again • 21st Century • We Believe.

00672551..........................................$24.95

ROLLING STONES – EXILE ON MAIN STREET
This 200-page book features note-for-note transcriptions of every instrument used on 13 songs from the classic Stones album: Tumbling Dice • Ventilator Blues • and more.

00672408..........................................$24.95

SANTANA’S GREATEST HITS
Includes full-score transcriptions of 10 great Santana songs. Black Magic Woman • Everybody’s Everything • Everything’s Coming Our Way • Evil Ways • Hope You’re Feeling Better • Oye Como Va • Se A Cabo • and more.

00672360..........................................$26.95

JOE SATRIANI – GREATEST HITS
Cherry Lane Music
Includes complete transcriptions for every instrument used on 9 shredding songs from this guitar virtuoso: Always with Me, Always with You • Flying in a Blue Dream • Not of This Earth • Satch Boogie • Surfing with the Alien • Up in the Sky.

02500283..........................................$24.95

BEST OF SLIPKNOT
Note-for-note transcriptions for every instrument played (from Zero through Eight!) by these midwestern nü-metal heads. Includes 10 songs from Slipknot and Iowa: Disaster Piece • Eyeless • Gently • The Heretic Anthem • Liberate • My Plague • People = Shit • Sic • Surfacing • Wait and Bleed, with complete lyrics and tablature for the guitar and bass parts. Parental advisory warning for explicit lyrics.

00672522..........................................$24.95

THE BEST OF SPYRO GYRA
A chronology of the favorite tunes from this award-winning jazz group. Note-for-note scores for sax, keyboards, mallets, guitar, bass, percussion/drums. 10 tunes including: Shaker Song • Morning Dance • Catching the Sun • Joy Ride.

00675170..........................................$18.95

STING – NOTHING LIKE THE SUN
Complete instrument-for-instrument transcriptions for 12 songs, including: Be Still My Beating Heart • Englishman in New York • Straight to My Heart • and more. Includes parts for vocals, soprano sax, guitar, drums, percussion, organ, synthesizer, percussion, and bass.

00674655..........................................$19.95

STING – TEN SUMMONER’S TALES
Complete scores to all 11 tracks on this album, including: Fields of Gold • If I Ever Lose My Faith in You • It’s Probably Me • and more. Includes parts for vocals, harmonica, acoustic and electric guitar, pipes, bass, organ, trumpet and more.

00673230..........................................$19.95

BEST OF SUM 41, 2ND EDITION
Complete transcriptions of every instrument part on 15 top tunes from All Killer, No Filler, Does This Look Infected? and Chuck. Includes: The Bitter End • Fat Lip • Heart Attack • • The Hell Song • In Too Deep • Mr. Amsterdam • Mr. Jagation • No Brains • No Reason • Over My Head (Better Off Dead) • Pain for Pleasure • Pieces • Still Waiting • We’re All to Blame • Welcome to Hell. Includes complete lyrics and guitar and bass tab.

00672521..........................................$27.95

BEST OF WEATHER REPORT
A collection of 14 of their very best, including: Mysterious Traveller • Birdland • Palladium • Mr. Gone • Badass • Boogie Woogie Waltz Medley • Brown Street • 8:30. Transcribed for saxophone, keyboards, bass, and drums/percussion.

00675520..........................................$18.95
These unique books are laid out with performance in mind. Each book presents a set list that reflects a wide selection of the most accessible “field-tested” material available, arranged for a four-piece band in a sequence that’s meant to keep your audience entertained. Use it in rehearsal and performance, following along with the lead sheets and individual parts. Each song includes:

- A two-page lead sheet with chords, melody, and lyrics
- An intro page with song facts, song form, and performance tips for the full band
- A page of guidelines for each bandmember, including crucial parts and performance tips for vocals, guitar, keyboards, bass, and drums.
- A full performance demonstration on the accompanying CD.

Song intro pages contain some information that might be useful to the frontperson as between-song banter: the story behind the song, when and by whom it was recorded, and so on. Parts and performance tips are written by professional musicians with field experience (not just some guy in a cubicle). If all bandmembers follow their parts in the book and the accompanying CD, and the band rehearses well, you will be gig-ready in no time.